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1 2301850430 VINCENT HADINATA 85 85 95 92 A
2 2301854385 KEVIN STANISLAUS NUGRAHA 85 85 86 86 A-
3 2301857260 YOHANES RA JABASA 85 85 84 85 A-
4 2301857494 CHRIST ANDERSON WISNU 85 85 83 84 B+
Institution : BINUS University Academic Career : Undergraduate
Campus : Binus Kemanggisan Term : 2019, Even Semester
Course : ENTR6509 - Entrepreneurship: Ideation Class : LE01
Note : The Student who are highlighted in red background will get zero (0) points because of their ineligibility to take the exam due
to Absence during Exam Period, Cheating, and any kind of Violation. For student who are sick during the exam period, the score will
be revised after the Make-Up Exam Period.
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5 2301862891 ONGKY FEBRIANDY 85 85 81 83 B+
6 2301877666 ERICK YURIKO 85 85 70 75 B
7 2301878731 HENRY RAY GUNAWAN 85 85 82 83 B+
8 2301889275 FERNANDO CHAI 85 85 93 91 A
9 2301896886 LANGGENG YUDISTIRA 85 85 85 85 A-
10 2301898512 NICHOLAS MARIO TANAMAS 85 85 81 83 B+
11 2301900290 JUVENTIA CLARISSA TUMBELAKA 85 85 80 82 B+
12 2301901356 KELVINSENT 85 85 80 82 B+
13 2301901791 SANU ALAM ARRASYID 60 85 0 22 E
14 2301913085 MUHAMMAD AUGHEST PUTRAAWINDRA 70 85 68 71 B-
15 2301921036 ALIF ARYAPANDYA
CAKRAWARDHANA NAUFAL
85 85 66 72 B-
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16 2301921156 ROKI ZAIN SIREGAR 85 85 76 79 B
17 2301922190 FENNY TASYA ZALSABIELLA 85 85 68 74 B-
18 2301941006 MUHAMMAD FARHAN ADJIEPRASETYO 60 85 0 22 E
19 2301944456 RAMADHANY NURYANSYAH 85 85 70 75 B
20 2301945843 MUHAMMAD NICKO BALDAN 85 85 80 82 B+
21 2301947230 PUTERI ALYA HADA 85 85 87 87 A-
22 2301948750 DANDY ZULDHAN LAKSONO 85 85 65 71 B-
23 2301949532 CHYNTYA 85 85 67 73 B-
24 2301951713 MUHAMMAD HABIB FABIANTENZARA 85 85 80 82 B+
25 2301954993 AZKA RAMA ISWARA 70 85 84 82 B+
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YOUR CLASS :
Home Class ENTR6509 - Entrepreneurship: Ideation
Entrepreneurship: Ideation
Entrepreneurship Ideation is study of identifying innovative business ideas. The Students would have to do the market research in
term of determining the innovative business idea and present the business. This course is a prerequisite course for the




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
LO1 demonstrate teamwork skills such as collaboration, division of tasks in multidisciplinary team to facilitate high performance team
LO2 Identify social and economic problems occur as opportunities







ALEXANDER OSTERWALDER. (2010). Business Model Generation : A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers.
-. John Willey. -. ISBN: 9780470876411.
ALEXANDER OSTERWALDER. (2010). Business Model Generation : A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and Challengers.
1. John Willey. New Jersey. ISBN: 9780470876411.
LE01-LEC
No Class Schedule
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1 2301850430 VINCENT HADINATA 13 3 13 0
2 2301854385 KEVIN STANISLAUS NUGRAHA 13 3 13 0
3 2301857260 YOHANES RA JABASA 13 3 13 0
4 2301857494 CHRIST ANDERSON WISNU 13 3 13 0
5 2301862891 ONGKY FEBRIANDY 13 3 13 1
6 2301877666 ERICK YURIKO 13 3 13 0
7 2301878731 HENRY RAY GUNAWAN 13 3 13 0
8 2301889275 FERNANDO CHAI 13 3 13 0
9 2301896886 LANGGENG YUDISTIRA 13 3 13 1
10 2301898512 NICHOLAS MARIO TANAMAS 13 3 13 2
11 2301900290 JUVENTIA CLARISSA TUMBELAKA 13 3 13 0
12 2301901356 KELVINSENT 13 3 13 1
13 2301901791 SANU ALAM ARRASYID 13 3 13 4
14 2301913085 MUHAMMAD AUGHEST PUTRA AWINDRA 13 3 13 0
15 2301921036 ALIF ARYAPANDYA CAKRAWARDHANANAUFAL 13 3 13 0
16 2301921156 ROKI ZAIN SIREGAR 13 3 13 3
17 2301922190 FENNY TASYA ZALSABIELLA 13 3 13 0
18 2301941006 MUHAMMAD FARHAN ADJIE PRASETYO 13 3 13 4
19 2301944456 RAMADHANY NURYANSYAH 13 3 13 0
20 2301945843 MUHAMMAD NICKO BALDAN 13 3 13 0
21 2301947230 PUTERI ALYA HADA 13 3 13 1
22 2301948750 DANDY ZULDHAN LAKSONO 13 3 13 0
23 2301949532 CHYNTYA 13 3 13 0
24 2301951713 MUHAMMAD HABIB FABIAN TENZARA 13 3 13 0
25 2301954993 AZKA RAMA ISWARA 13 3 13 0
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